CLUW 18th Biennial Convention Flight Rates
Departure: 11/17 Return: 11/22 | Sacramento, CA (as of September 1st 2015)

Fresno, CA
Kayak.com
American Airlines, $328-$354 roundtrip, 1 stop

Expedia.com
American Airlines, $353.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
American Airlines, $353.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Travelocity.com
American Airlines, $353.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
American Airlines, $353.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United and American Airlines, $362.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Los Angeles, CA
Kayak.com
Delta Airlines and American Airlines, $151 roundtrip, nonstop

Expedia.com
Delta Airlines and American Airlines, $150.21 roundtrip, nonstop

Priceline.com
Delta Airlines and American Airlines, $150.20 roundtrip, nonstop
United Airlines, $155.20 roundtrip, nonstop

Travelocity.com
Delta Airlines and American Airlines, $150.20 roundtrip, nonstop

Hotwire.com
Delta Airlines, $150.20 roundtrip, nonstop
Hartford, Connecticut (CT)

Kayak.com
Delta and United Airlines, $452-456 roundtrip, 2 stops

Expedia.com
United and American Airlines, $490.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 3 stops returning
Delta Airlines, $492.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
Delta Airlines, $451.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning
Delta Airlines, $455.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

Travelocity.com
Delta Airlines, $492.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
Delta Airlines, $492.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United Airlines, $512.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Washington, DC

Kayak.com
Delta Airlines, (BWI), $399 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Expedia.com
United and American Airlines, (Dulles), $440.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning
United and American Airlines, (BWI), $421.20-$440.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United and American Airlines, (Reagan), $440.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Priceline.com
American Airlines, (BWI-Dulles), $418.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Travelocity.com
Delta and Alaska Airlines (BWI-Dulles), $401.19 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
United Airlines (BWI), $439.20-$445.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
American Airlines (BWI), $441.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
Jacksonville, Florida

Kayak.com
American Airlines, $454-468 roundtrip, 1 stop

Expedia.com
Delta, United and American Airlines, $480.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
Delta Airlines, $480.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Travelocity.com
Delta Airlines, $480.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
Delta, United and American Airlines, $480.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Orlando, FL

Kayak.com
Delta Airlines $345-$389 roundtrip, 1 stop

Expedia.com
Delta Airlines, $344.20-$458.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
Delta, United and American Airlines, $344.20-$441.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Travelocity.com
Delta Airlines, $344.20-$458.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
Delta Airlines, $344.20-$635.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
**Chicago, Illinois (IL)**

**Kayak.com**
Delta and United Airlines, **$452 roundtrip**, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

**Expedia.com**
United and Alaska Airlines, **$327.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning
United, Delta and American Airlines, **$389.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
Alaska Airlines, **$327.21 roundtrip**, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning
United and Alaska Airlines, $334.21, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

**Travelocity.com**
Delta Airlines, **$492.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
Delta Airlines, **$492.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop

**Indianapolis, Indiana (IN)**

**Kayak.com**
Delta Airlines, **$425 roundtrip**, 1 stop

**Expedia.com**
Delta, United and American Airlines, **$424.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
Delta Airlines, **$424.20-$428.20 roundtrip**, 1 to 2 stops
American Airlines, $449.70 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Travelocity.com**
Delta, United and American Airlines, **$424.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
Delta Airlines, **$424.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop
**Louisville, KY**

**Kayak.com**
Delta Airlines, $389 roundtrip, 1 stop / $393 roundtrip, 2 stops going, 1 stop returning

**Expedia.com**
Delta, United and American Airlines, $388.70 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
Delta Airlines, $388.70 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Travelocity.com**
Delta Airlines, United and American Airlines, $388.70 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
Delta Airlines, $388.70 roundtrip, 1 stop

United Airlines, $449.70 roundtrip, 1 stop

---

**Baltimore, MD**

**Kayak.com**
Delta Airlines, $395 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Expedia.com**
Delta, United and American Airlines, $373.70-$421.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
Delta Airlines, $385.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Travelocity.com**
Delta, United and American Airlines, $359.20-$440.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
Delta, United and American Airlines, $373.20-$563.20 roundtrip, 1 to 2 stops
Detroit, Michigan (MI)

Kayak.com
Delta Airlines, $402 roundtrip, 1 stop

Expedia.com
Delta Airlines, $401.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
Delta Airlines, $401.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Travelocity.com
Delta Airlines, $401.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
Delta Airlines, $401.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Kansas City, MO

Kayak.com
Delta Airlines, $376 roundtrip, 1 stop

Expedia.com
Delta, United and American Airlines, $375.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
Delta Airlines, $375.20-$379.20 roundtrip, 1 to 2 stops

Travelocity.com
United, Delta and American Airlines, $375.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
Delta Airlines, $375.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United and American Airlines, $449.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
St. Louis, Missouri (MO)

**Kayak.com**
Delta Airlines, $350 roundtrip, 2 stops

**Expedia.com**
Delta Airlines, $359.20 roundtrip, 2 stops going, 1 stop returning

**Priceline.com**
Delta Airlines, $349.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

**Travelocity.com**
Delta Airlines, $359.20 roundtrip, 2 stops going, 1 stop returning

**Hotwire.com**
Delta Airlines, $379.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Albuquerque, NM

**Kayak.com**
Delta Airlines, $330-334 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Expedia.com**
Delta and American Airlines, $329.20-$332.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
Delta Airlines, $329.20-$333.20 roundtrip, 1 to 2 stops

**Travelocity.com**
Delta and United Airlines, $329.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
Delta Airlines, $329.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

United Airlines $394.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
**New York City**

**Kayak.com**
Delta Airlines, $386- $411 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Expedia.com**
United Airlines, $377.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
Delta Airlines, $380.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
Delta Airlines, $363.20 - $410.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Travelocity.com**
United Airlines, $377.20 - $380.70 roundtrip, 1 stop
Delta Airlines, $380.70 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
United Airlines, $377.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

---

**Albany, NY**

**Kayak.com**
Delta Airlines, $415 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

**Expedia.com**
United and Delta Airlines, $450.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
Delta Airlines, $414.20-$418.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United Airlines, $457.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
American Airlines, $461.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

**Travelocity.com**
United and Delta Airlines, $450.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
United Airlines, $446.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
Delta and American Airlines, $450.20 roundtrip, 1 to 2 stops
**Buffalo, NY**

**Kayak.com**

Delta Airlines, **$439 roundtrip**, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning
Delta Airlines, $443 roundtrip, 2 stops

**Expedia.com**

United and Alaska Airlines, **$451.80 roundtrip**, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

**Priceline.com**

Delta Airlines, **$438.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

**Travelocity.com**

United and Delta Airlines, **$438.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

**Hotwire.com**

Delta Airlines, **$438.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop

**Rochester, NY**

**Kayak.com**

Delta Airlines, **$503 roundtrip**, 2 stops
United, Jet Blue and Delta Airlines, $507 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Expedia.com**

United and Delta Airlines, **$454.80 roundtrip**, 1 to 2 stops

**Priceline.com**

Delta Airlines, **$498.20-$502.20 roundtrip**, 1 to 2 stops

**Travelocity.com**

United and Delta Airlines, **$455.79 roundtrip**, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

**Hotwire.com**

Delta Airlines, **$506.20 roundtrip**, 1 stop
Stony Brook, NY

Kayak.com
American Airlines, $417 roundtrip, 2 stops

Expedia.com
American Airlines, $594.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

Priceline.com
American Airlines, $594.20-$670.20 roundtrip, 2 stops
American and United Airlines, $752.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

Travelocity.com
American Airlines, $594.20-704.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

Hotwire.com
American Airlines, $594.20-661.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

Cleveland OH

Kayak.com
Delta Airlines, $415 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Expedia.com
United, Delta and American Airlines, $448.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Priceline.com
Delta Airlines, $414.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Travelocity.com
United, Delta and American Airlines, $449.19 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Hotwire.com
United and American Airlines, $441.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
Columbus, OH

Kayak.com
United Airlines, $445 roundtrip, 1 stop

Expedia.com
United Airlines, $439.70-$444.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
United Airlines, $439.70-$444.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Travelocity.com
United Airlines, $439.70-$444.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
United Airlines, $439.70-$444.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
American Airlines, $444.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Toledo, OH

Kayak.com
American Airlines, $432 roundtrip, 2 stops

Expedia.com
American Airlines, $491.20-$641.70 roundtrip, 2 stops

Priceline.com
American Airlines, $491.20-$547.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

Travelocity.com
American Airlines, $491.20-$616.70 roundtrip, 2 stops

Hotwire.com
American Airlines, $491.20-$551.20 roundtrip, 2 stops
Philadelphia, PA

**Kayak.com**
United Airlines, $380 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Expedia.com**
United Airlines, $377.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
Delta Airlines, $380.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
United Airlines, $379.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
American Airlines, $385.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Travelocity.com**
Delta/United Airlines, $378.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
American Airlines, $378.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United Airlines, $379.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Johnston, PA

**Kayak.com**
United Airlines, $653-$657 roundtrip, 1 to 3 stops going, 2 stops returning

**Expedia.com**
Silver Airways, United and American Airlines, $561-$565 roundtrip, 2 stops

**Priceline.com**
United and American Airlines, $622.20-$626.20 roundtrip, 2 stops

**Travelocity.com**
Silver Airways and United Airlines, $561.99 roundtrip, 2 stops

**Hotwire.com**
American Airlines, $491.20-$551.20 roundtrip, 2 stops
Pittsburgh, PA

Kayak.com
Delta Airlines, $394 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Expedia.com
Delta, United and American Airlines, $407.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
Delta Airlines, $393.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Travelocity.com
Delta, United and American Airlines, $407.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Hotwire.com
United and American Airlines, $407.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Northeast, PA

Kayak.com
United Airlines, $501-$539 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 1-2 stops returning

Expedia.com
United Airlines, $500.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Priceline.com
United Airlines, $500.20-$538.20 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 1-2 stops returning

Travelocity.com
United and Delta Airlines, $500.20-$505.80 roundtrip, 1 stop going, 2 stops returning

Hotwire.com
United Airlines, $500.20-$543.20 roundtrip, 1-2 stops
American Airlines, $560.70-$562.70 roundtrip, 2 stops
Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas

Kayak.com
American Airlines, $289-$293 roundtrip, 1 stop going, nonstop returning

Expedia.com
United and American Airlines, $260.70 roundtrip, 1 stop going, nonstop returning
Delta and American Airlines $271.70 roundtrip, 1 stop going, nonstop returning

Priceline.com
United and American Airlines, $267.70 roundtrip, 1 stop going, nonstop returning

Travelocity.com
United and American Airlines, $260.70 roundtrip, 1 stop going, nonstop returning
Delta and American Airlines $271.70 roundtrip, 1 stop going, nonstop returning

Hotwire.com
United Airlines, $260.70 roundtrip, 1 stop
American Airlines $288.70-$322.70 roundtrip, 1 stop

Houston, TX

Kayak.com
Delta Airlines, $264 roundtrip, 1 stop

Expedia.com
Delta Airlines, $263.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Priceline.com
Delta Airlines, $263.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

Travelocity.com
Delta Airlines, $323.20 roundtrip, 2 stops going, 1 stop returning

Hotwire.com
Delta Airlines, $389.20-$395.20 roundtrip, 1-2 stops
Roanoke, VA

**Kayak.com**
Delta Airlines, $482 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Expedia.com**
Delta Airlines, $481.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United and Delta Airlines, $485.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Priceline.com**
Delta Airlines, $481.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Travelocity.com**
Delta Airlines, $481.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United and Delta Airlines, $485.20 roundtrip, 1 stop

**Hotwire.com**
Delta Airlines, $481.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
United Airlines, $515.20 roundtrip, 1 stop
American Airlines, $563.70-$679.20, 2 stops

---

Seattle, Washington

**Kayak.com**
Alaska Airlines, $183 roundtrip, nonstop

**Expedia.com**
American Airlines, $182.20 roundtrip, nonstop

**Priceline.com**
Alaska and American Airlines, $182.20 roundtrip, nonstop

**Travelocity.com**
Alaska and American Airlines, $182.20 roundtrip, nonstop

**Hotwire.com**
Alaska and American Airlines, $182.20 roundtrip, nonstop